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The new index of agricultural net output in the United Kingdom
The index compiled by the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Food of the volume of agricultural output 
has been in existence since the end of the war. It covers 
the period from pre-war (with the average of the three crop 
years 1936/1937 to 1938/1939=100) to the present day, 
using 1945/1946 price weights and measures changes in 
the agricultural industry's output net of feedingstuffs, seeds 
and livestock, including their processing and distribution 
costs. This concept of net output differs from that used for 
purposes of measuring the share of the gross domestic 
product attributable to an individual industry. On the 
other hand, it agrees closely with that often used for 
purposes of international comparison, for example, by 
O.E.E.C., agricultural gross output being reduced by the 
extent to which other countries have contributed to that 
output by supplying farm produce for further processing.

As indicated in the White Paper on the Annual Review 
and Determination of Guarantees, 1960 (Cmnd. 970), a 
new index of agricultural net output has now been pre
pared. A sufficient reason for this would have been the 
age of the old series, since in common with all index 
numbers it has become less reliable the further it has moved 
from its base. But, in addition, in preparing this new 
index, the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has 
taken the opportunity to move closer to the definition of 
net output used for other industries within the country, as 
described in the Central Statistical Office booklet on The 
Index o f Industrial Production published in 1959, and the 
index now measures changes in the value added by the 
agricultural industry to all the goods and services it pur
chases, whether from abroad or from other industries.

Basically the new index, like its predecessor, is a quantum 
index in which the quantity of each individual item of 
output and input in any year is multiplied, or weighted by 
the price of that item in a base period. The total net value 
in the base period provides the divisor for converting the 
corresponding annual totals into a series of percentages 
which constitutes the index. The base year used for price 
weighting the component quantities has been brought 
up-to-date by discarding the 1945/1946 crop year price 
relativities of the old index in favour of the average prices 
ruling in the three years 1954/1955, 1955/1956 and 
1956/1957. The individual items of produce have also been 
sub-divided, where practicable, into grades to enable more 
weight to be given in the new index to variations in the 
quality of produce.

1953/54 .............  100 102
1954/55 .............  97 95
1955/56 .............  100 98
1956/57 .............  103 107
1957/58 .............  103 1051958/59 .............  103 1041959/60
(forecast)

.............  108 116

The two series run together fairly closely for the first few 
years but, as is explained below, year-to-year fluctuations 
are amplified by the new index which reflects the influence 
of weather on production rather more sensitively than the 
old. Agricultural output is, of course, substantially 
affected by weather conditions; in 1954/1955 and 1958/ 
1959 they were particularly adverse, whereas in 1953/1954, 
1956/1957 and 1959/1960 they were more favourable.

In succeeding paragraphs details are given of the scope 
and method of construction of the new index.

Period covered by the new index
The new index of net output has been calculated for the 

years 1953/1954 onwards. The first year of this index 
coincides broadly with the final abandonment of war-time 
and post-war food controls. The new index overlaps the 
old index by seven years but, because of the change in the 
scope and structure of the index, it is not permissible to 
link the new series to the old. The latter will, however, 
continue to be calculated for the time being to provide a 
continuous link with pre-war. The two series are set out 
below:

AH Holdings Years ended May
Old index New index

Averages of 1954155 to 1956157=̂ 100

Scope of the new index
The purpose of the index continues to be to reflect 

changes in the volume of agricultural output in the United 
Kingdom. The agricultural sector producing this output 
comprises landlords, farmers and farm workers, and the 
index is accordingly a measure of the value added by them 
in processing goods and services purchased from outside 
the agricultural industry. The result is similar to the 
Index of Industrial Production which measures the amount 
of “ work done ” in other industries although the method 
of calculation is different. The return on capital invested, 
whether originating within the industry or outside, is 
treated as being part of the value added. Agricultural 
merchants, distributors, contractors, feed processors and 
compounders and veterinary practitioners are regarded as 
being outside the agricultural sector, and their services on 
behalf of farmers are treated as inputs, The items of output 
covered by the new index include all those normally 
associated with agriculture, namely, plants and livestock 
(or their products) which are grown on land or derive 
their food from crops grown on the land, and which yield 
products which are used in human or industrial con
sumption. Forestry is excluded, as is the specialist breeding 
of animals for non-agricultural purposes, for example, the 
National Stud. The “ all holdings ” index referred to in 
the third paragraph measures changes in output not only 
from land which is specifically used for commercial farming 
purposes, but also from the small parcels of land, including 
allotments, back gardens, and so forth, on which agricul
tural products are grown for sale or domestic use. An 
index for agricultural holdings alone has hitherto also been 
calculated. This ignores the contribution from allotments 
and other small holdings under one acre in extent. This 
index has moved closely parallel to the “ all holdings 
index.

In greater detail, the amount of value added by the 
industry is measured as the difference between its output of 
products and its input of materials, products and services 
from other industries (including overseas sources), adjusted 
for changes in work in progress between the beginning and 
end of the year, that is, growing crops and livestock. 
Changes in end-year stocks, for example, of fertilizers, are 
taken into account in estimating the quantities of the 
individual items of input and output. The depreciation of 
machinery and of other equipment used in production is 
entered as an input item. In this respect the structure of the 
index differs from the “ value added ” basis used for 
national accounting purposes, where gross domestic 
product is calculated before providing for depreciation of 
capital resources used up in the process of production 
during the course of the year. The difference in treatment 
is due solely to the fact that for agriculture there are data 
available (in particular, numbers and types of machines 
used) from which to make an estimate of depreciation. 
If, however, depreciation were omitted from the calculation
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of net output, the run of the index numbers since 1953/1954 
would not be substantially affected.

of the main products, year by year in the table at the end 
of this article. The main components are as follows:

The quantum measured, it hardly needs be explained, 
is the output of end-products sold by farmers from their 
farms or consumed in their households. Intermediate 
products retained on the national farm, such as grain and 
fodder crops consumed by farm livestock, are not end- 
products as such. They do not, therefore, figure as output, 
though changes in end-year stocks are taken into account. 
Sales from one farm to another of crops or livestock for 
further use do not rank as inputs or output from the point 
of view of the national farm. Store cattle and other live
stock imported from abroad for use on British farms are, 
of course, included as inputs.

Years ended Mav 
Farm crops Livestock Horticultural

and li vestock products 
products

£ million at average 1954157 prices
1953/54 273 910 193
1954/55 249 1,010 182
1955/56 252 976 179
1956/57 272 1,046 192
1957/58 247 1.096 180
1958/59 243 1,109 193
1959/60
(forecast)

281 1,139 186

The index as constructed, measures changes in the 
quantity of net output from one June-M ay year to the 
next. Although for some of the items production data are 
available for a shorter period than a full year, insufficient 
information is available for other items to enable seasonal 
changes in net output to be computed, but in any case it is 
more appropriate to relate agricultural output to the farm 
year than to any shorter period.

To these items must be added the value of changes in 
stocks and work in progress, of grants and subsidies not 
allocated to specific items of input or output, and minor 
items of output including such miscellaneous items as 
Co-operative Society dividends on agricultural sales and 
purchases. This addition yields the following correspond
ing yearly totals: £ million 1,434, 1,464, 1,477, 1,561, 
1,585, 1,613 and 1,682.

Choice of three-year base period and treatment of agricul
tural subsidies

The relative prices used in the process of combining the 
quantities of output and input are those ruling on average 
in the three years 1954/1955 to 1956/1957, that is, the 
first three years of decontrol. A three-year average has 
been adopted in order to reduce the “ chance ” variations 
in price that occur in any one year. Such variations are a 
special feature of certain commodities (notably horticul
tural products and potatoes), the output of which can 
fluctuate markedly in response to weather conditions. The 
prices used are those realised by farmers on sale of their 
produce or paid for by them for the purchase of goods and 
services. The stage at which output and input are measured 
is, broadly speaking, the farm gate or the point of sale 
nearest to it, for example, auction market or nearest 
delivery point for goods purchased.

These totals approximate to the quantum of gross agri
cultural output, including the quantities of crops which are 
sold off but subsequently bought back, after processing, for 
feeding to livestock. They may be put into index form as 
follows (with the average of 1954/1955 to 1956/1957 as 
100): 96, 98, 98, 104, 106, 107 and 112.

This series shows a much more continuous upward trend 
than the net output series. It also reflects less well the 
year-to-year fluctuations in output caused by the weather, 
since weather affects not only production but also inputs, 
especially of purchased feedingstuffs.

Pricing of output items

A special feature of the agricultural industry is that 
subsidies are paid to producers for certain of their products 
through a system of prices guaranteed by the Government. 
For these products the price weights used are the gross 
prices inclusive of the element of subsidy received by 
farmers. Similarly, production grants or subsidies are 
paid to producers on certain requisites and for certain farm 
operations. The subsidy on fertilisers, for example, reduces 
the cost of fertilisers to farmers; it is the unit costs actually 
incurred by farmers in the base period that have been used 
for weighting the annual consumption of fertilisers. 
Another category of subsidies operates to reduce the cost to 
farmers of certain farm operations, such as ploughing, 
rearing calves, maintaining hill sheep and cattle, etc. These 
subsidies are directly related to the amount or number of 
such operations actually carried out. They cannot be 
directly allocated either to specific items of output or of 
input, and are therefore dealt with separately by valuing 
them at the average rates of payment prevailing in the three- 
year base period.

These total figures include some allowance for quality 
differentials and, for certain items, for seasonality of price, 
where this is an important factor. The following examples 
will illustrate the procedures adopted. The output of wheat 
consists of millable wheat and of potentially millable wheat 
of lower market value. The respective quantities of each 
have accordingly been valued at different prices, the price 
for millable wheat being on average some two shillings per 
cwt. greater than that for potentially millable wheat in the 
period 1954/1955 to 1956/1957. Other examples which 
may be quoted are barley, the output of which has many 
diverse uses varying from relatively high-priced malting and 
distilling barley to lower-priced feedingstuffs varieties, and 
potatoes, the output of which may be divided into first 
earlies and maincrop varieties. For sugar beet the base- 
period price is varied annually according to the sugar 
content of the crop (quality allowance). Apples and pears 
are subdivided according to their use for domestic, culinary 
or industrial purposes, and the main varieties have also 
been separately distinguished ; for example, Bramleys 
and Coxs. The most important instance of product 
differentiation used in the index is, however, the distinction 
between liquid milk for human consumption and milk for 
manufacturing.

The components of output

The index incorporates some 250 items of agricultural 
and horticultural output, each carrying its own base-period 
price weight or weights. The total valuation at these base 
year prices of the quantities of output is set out, for each

The effects of seasonality of price have been taken into 
account by calculating for a given commodity separate 
constant prices for different periods of the year and multi
plying by the appropriate seasonal quantities. Examples 
include separate seasonal prices for wheat, barley and oats, 
and also for some horticultural crops. The effect is, of 
course, that any shifts of production into higher priced 
parts of the year count as increased output.
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Stocks and work in progress
As has already been mentioned, changes in stocks of 

raw materials such as feedingstuffs and fertilisers between 
the beginning of the year and the end of the year are taken 
into account in estimating the quantities of inputs. The 
much larger changes in the volume of work in progress that 
occur year by year in response to weather conditions and 
other circumstances are accounted for separately, though 
they rank as additions to or deductions from output. This 
work in progress is represented by the numbers of livestock 
of all types on agricultural holdings at the beginning and 
end of the year, and by the acreages of various crops and 
grass. AH these stocks, animals and crops are valued at 
their average market values in the three-year period 
1954/1955 to 1956/1957. Some 50 separate items are 
involved.

The mam input of agricultural landownership is main
tenance work on farms and buildings. There is no regular 
supply of detailed information on year-to-year changes in 
the total amount of this work or its absolute cost. It has, 
therefore, been necessary to estimate the quantity of work 
done by assuming that maintenance cost is a certain fixed 
proportion of the value of total farm rentals (including the 
imputed rent of owner-occupied farms). The series of 
figures obtained in this way has been deflated to the prices 
of the base period by dividing them by an index number 
of the cost of maintenance work, that is, labour and build
ing costs. This somewhat crude procedure is used, how
ever, for only a relatively small input item and cannot 
be the cause of much error in total.

A list of the output and input series used in compiling 
the index is given in the appendix to this article.

The items o f input
As in the old index of net output, the inputs of feeding- 

stufFs, seeds and livestock continue to be deducted. 
These three categories, which are separately distinguished 
in the summary table, comprise some 200 individual items 
and were valued at some £450 million in the base period. 
By deducting them from the total quantum of output, 
excluding miscellaneous grants and subsidies, a net total 
broadly comparable with that forming the basis of the old 
index may be obtained. In index terms this series runs as 
follows from 1953/1954 onwards (with the average of 
1954/1955 to 1956/1957 equal to 100): 101, 96, 99, 105, 
104, 104 and 112. The difference between this series and 
the corresponding figures for the old index is primarily due 
to the change in the price-weighting and to the introduction 
of greater product differentiation.

In addition to these three categories of input (feeds, seeds 
and livestock) there are, however, in the new index, some 
200 additional items of input each carrying a separate price, 
with an aggregate value of some £400 million. The main 
items are machinery repairs and depreciation, fuel and oil, 
fertilisers and maintenance work, but in addition there are 
numerous relatively small items of goods purchased and 
services received.

The quantum o f net output
The total of all these items of input may then be deducted 

from the total of all output items to arrive at net output, 
valued in terms of constant 1954/1955 to 1956/1957 prices, 
as follows:

Total output 
including stock 

changes and 
miscellaneous 

grants and 
subsidies

Years ended May
Deduct Value o f 
input net output 
items

£ million at average 1954157 prices
1953/54 ... 1,434 774 660
1954/55 ... 1,464 855 609
1955/56 ... 1,477 843 635
1956/57 ... 1,561 871 690
1957/58 ... 1,585 907 678
1958/59 ... 1,613 945 667
1959/60 ... 
(forecast)

1,682 937 745

These totals have been converted to index numbers with 
the average for the three years 1954/5 to 1956/7 equal to 
100, that is, the base is the same as that adopted for the 
price weights. The resultant series has already been pre
sented above.

Pricing of input items

Farm machinery depreciation is calculated by valuing
the number of each type of machine in each year at the
average prices of new machinery in the three-year base
period and dividing the resultant totals by the estimated
average length of life of each type of machine. The normal
method of valuing input items is, however, that described
in relation to output, namely, to multiply quantities used
by the average prices in the base-period. This method
applies to all the major inputs such as seeds, fuel and
oil, purchased feedingstuffs and fertilisers. For fertilisers,
the price taken is the net price paid by the farmers after
subsidisation. For the large number of small items for
which detailed information about quantities and prices
is not readily available, the method of valuation which
has been adopted is to deflate values at current prices by
index numbers of price changes before or since the base-
period to arrive at estimates of quantum at constant 
prices.

Comparison of old and new indices
The greatest year-to-year fluctuations in volume occur 

in total output and in the input of feedingstuffs. As a 
result, the old index took into account most of the fluctua
tions year-by-year in output and input. The fact that 
many additional items of input are now deducted has not 
materially altered the extent of the year-to-year fluctuation 
measured in absolute terms, because the additional items 
are not of a kind likely to vary much from year to year. 
The total net output on the old basis was, however, sub
stantially larger than total net output on the new basis, and 
the year-to-year fluctuations, therefore, represent a greater 
proportion of the total in the new index than in the old. 
It is for this reason that the new index is more sensitive to 
variations in output and feedingstuffs input and exhibits 
greater year-to-year fluctuations. The apparent rate of 
increase in the index is also affected by the substitution of 
more recent price weights and by the introduction of 
allowances for quality. These changes have had the effect 
of raising the index of net output above the level that would 
have been attained had they not been made.

Ministry o f  Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
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Value of output at constant prices (average of 1954/55 to 1956/57) and revised 
quantum index of net agricultural output in the United Kingdom (all holdings)(‘)

Years ended May £ thousand

1953/54 1954/55 1955/56

Output
1. Farm crops:

Wheat 
Barley 
Oats 
Potatoes 
Sugar beet 
Other farm crops

« •

• •

» «

60.757
56,722
18,677
87,437
31.222
18,238

71.540 
49,636 
12,319 
76,227
25.541 
14,211

68,485
62,331
15,291
64,378
27,137
13,910

Total Farm crops 273,053 249,474 251,532

2. Livestock:
Cattle and calves 
Sheep and lambs
Pigs ..............
Poultry

•  •  •

•  • • •  •  •

•  • » •

151,290 
53,659 

157,677 
30,393

190,812
56,556

204,972
36,577

163,063
59,566

178,329
43,552

Total Livestock •  • 393,019 488,917 444,510

3. Livestock products:
Eggs for human consumption 
Milk and milk products
Wool (clip) ..............
Other livestock products

• • •

• •

162,184
335,282

15,646
4,227

168,990
331,797

16,624
3,801

176,287
335,530

15,157
4,541

Total Livestock products • » « 517,339 521,212 531,515

4. Horticultural products:
Fruit, vegetables and flowers 193,082 182,112 179,266

5. Sundry output (*) 12,395 10,876 11,695

6. Stock changes: 
Growing crops 
Livestock

•  •  •

• • •

-  8,894 -  12,080
+ 17,438 I -  12,581

7. Total {hems 1-6) 1,397,432

8. Miscellaneous grants and subsidies (̂ ) 36,692

Input
9. Feedingstuffs

10. Seeds
11. Livestock

•  ■ •  a • ■ » •

•  •

309,187
32,122
39,824

12. Total {hems 9-11) 381,133

13. Machinery (including repairs, fuel and
oil, and depreciation) ..............

14. Fertilizers ....................................
15. Other inputs (̂ ) .........................

194,586
58,995

139,463

16. Total input {hems 12-15) • • 774,177

1,427,930

36,067

379,057
32,406
48,212

459,675

196,710
56,929

141,325

854,639

17. Value of net output {hems 7 plus 8 
minus 16) .................................... 659,947

Index o f net outpui {Average o f 1954155 to 
195611957=^100) .................................... 102

609,358

95

+  5,836
+  14,291

1,438,645

38,576

363,897
31,462
43,826

439,185

200,160
64,450

138,893

842,688

634,533

98

1956/57 1957/58
(1

75,810
54,770
15,127
84,778
30,101
11,171

74,110
57,669
11,655
65,419
24,846
12,973

271,757 246,672

202,337
61,822

173,153
50,626

212,494
68,031

187,088
57,372

487,938 524,985

191,690
346,134

15,157
4,959

198,501
349,715

17,113
5,888

557,940 571,217

192,366 179,683

11,377 11,464

-  12,311 
+  10,438

+  1,298 
+  7,588

1,519,505 1,542,907

41,384 42,026

374,851
31,653
59,597

399,695
33,115
62,816

466,101 495,626

198,799
64,433

141,999

201,452
67,995

141,992

871,332 907,065

689,557 677,868

107 105

1958/59 1959/60
(Forecast)

71,425
55,303
9,186

61,701
31,571
13,929

77,454
75,243
12,305
70,225
33,932
11,442

243,115 280,601

187,037
65,122

200,747
73,328

183,886
76,934

185,597
88,528

526,234 534,945

217,740
339,423
18,091
7,071

234,384
343,383

18,091
8,588

582,325 604,446

192,714 185,894

11,362 11,418

-  5,317 +  1,213
+  19,462 +  16,393

1,569,895 1,634.910

42,639 46,736

438,122
34,399
53,893

427,346
32,492
51,815

526,414 511,653

204,251
66,810

147,662

205,737 
68,656 

150,493

945,137

667,397

104

936,539

745,107

116

(‘) The values are calculated from prices averaged over the three-year period 1954/55 to 1956/57. 
(*) Includes Co-operative Society dividends on sales and purchases.
(®) That is, those not allocated to specific items of output or input.
(*) Includes maintenance work by landlords and occupiers.
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187,037
5122
200,747
73,328

526,234

183.886
76.934
185,597
88,528

217,740
339.423
18.091
7.071

582,325

192,714

234484
343.383
18,091
8,588

604.446

185,894
11462 11,418

-  5,317 + 1413 
+ 19,462 ■+ 16493

1,569,895! 1,634,910

42,639 i  46,736

438,122
34,399
53.893

427446
32,492
51,815

526,414 1 m

204.251
66,810
147.662

205,737
68,656

150.493

1 ^

745,107
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List of component items of new index of agricultural
net output in the United Kingdom

Output
No. of 

categories

• •

1. Farm crops:
Wheat(»)
Barley(^)...
OatsC) ...
Potatoes(*)
Sugar beet(‘)
Other farm crops 00 commodiiies)

2. Livestock:
Cattle and calves .............
Sheep and lambsC) .............
Pigs ... ... ... ...
Poultry..................................

3. Livestock products:
Eggs for human consumption 
M ilk and milk products 
Wool (clip)
Other livestock products (4 commodities)

4. Horticultural products:
Vegetables in the open (20 specified

commodities) ..................................
Vegetables under glass, etc. (4 specified

commodities) ........................
Top fruit( )̂ (4 sp^ified commodities)
Soft fruit (7 specified commodities) ...
Flowers in the open ........................
Flowers under glass ........................

5. Sundry output (15 specified commodities)
6. Stock changes:

Growing crops..................................
Livestock ........................

Input

47

14

7. Total (items 1 to 6) ...
8. Miscellaneous grants and subsidies

■«•

(‘) Some or all of the categories are also seasonally differentiated.

r,
.1

f
1 V  V.

No. o f 
categories

Feedingstuffs:
Concentrates—compounds ............. 28

—mixtures ............. 1
—straights ............. 54

Non-concentrates 12
Supplements ................................... 2

Seeds:
Grass and clover ........................ 33
Cash crop ................................... 10
Field ... ... ... ... ... 15
Horticultural ................................... 29

Livestock:
imported cattle ........................ 14
Other ............................................. 9

Total (items 9 to 11)............. ... 207
Machinery:

Depreciation and repairs ............. 92
Fuel and oil ................................... 10
Contract services ........................ 9
Tyres and tubes ........................ 18
Other ............................................. 7

Fertilisers .................................. 11
Other inputs:

Maintenance work ........................ • 6
Miscellaneous expenses ............. 38

Total input (items 12 to 15) ... 398

Grand total (items 7, 8 and 16) ... ... 669
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